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One last effort and you will have completed this business English course. Congratulations!
12.1. The video “The financial statement audit” presents the auditor as a private eye in a film noir movie. In your opinion,
how adequate is the analogy? Outline the role of the various actors involved in the auditing process.
12.2. Watch the video “My working day from home (telework)” and then answer the questions:
a) Which technological tools facilitate telecommuting?
b) What advantages does Kate Lilja find in working from home?
c) A home office is not for everyone. Can you think of possible disadvantages?
12.3. “Borderless work” deals with ICT stress in working life. Summarize the text in no more than 50 words. Would you
say that ICT stress can affect students too?
12.4. Watch the video “Interview dos and don’ts.” Taking the advice given there, indicate in table form what you should do
and what you should not do.
12.5. Read the article “How to answer 23 of the most common interview questions.”
a) Choose a specific company where you would like to apply for a job and, following the suggestions of the text,
prepare your answers to questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 19, and 22.
b) Imagine now that you are the interviewer. In your opinion, which interview questions are the most effective for
assessing the person you are hiring? And which ones are useless? Why?
12.6. This is your last written assignment. Make an assessment of the course on a different sheet of paper, so that the
teacher can keep it when the assignment is handed back to you. (You may write your review in English or in
Spanish, as you wish.)
12.7. By the end of this week, your glossary should have attained its goal: between 420 and 600 words. Although you will
not be asked to work on it again, you may enlarge it with new terms if you wish.

STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY
Please, let us know your impressions about the course. Try to reason your commentaries and be as specific as you can.
Write in English or Spanish.
Below you have a list of points you can consider in your review. They are only suggestions. Feel free to write on these or any other
aspects you think may help us improve the course in the future.
—The teaching of the course (teacher, intellectual stimulation…)
—Assessment and feedback (criteria, fairness, comments on your work…)
—Academic support (teacher easy/difficult to contact, advice…)
—Organization and management (calendar, timetable, changes in the course…)
—Learning resources (library, IT resources, classrooms…)
—Personal development (confidence, improved communication skills…)

